
Spring Organizing Tips

Written by Lauren Topor

Tidy up your clutter this spring with some helpful hints, tips and tools from Scottsdale’s very own cleaning expert, The Container Store. Spring is
the perfect time to cleanse our closets, homes, garages and attics of all our unwanted and outdated junk. Refresh, renew and reorganize your
home this season. We have the advice to help get you started.

 

Organize on the Cheap

The Container Store shared helpful organization project tips that can be achieved for under $100.

Boot Box, $10

Navigating your closet will be so much easier by transferring all of your boots and shoes from their old shoeboxes into clear containers. The
boxes are easy to see and are securely stackable for optimal space conservation.

Stackable Bamboo Drawer Organizers, $8

Junk drawers seem to be a headache that we often ignore and the problem tends to become worse and worse. Simplify your drawers by add a
stylish bamboo drawer modular or tray to keep things neat and in place.
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Synchronicity Stockholm File, $11

Add some filing flair to your messy desk to keep all of your important documents neatly stowed. Mix and match colors for an imperfectly put
together one-of-a-kind storage solution. Made from 70 percent post-consumer recycled materials, the Stockholm file is eco-friendly and
sustainable.

Elephant Canvas Bin, $32

Tidy up the toys with a playful bin that prevents your kiddos room from turning into a zoo. The 100 percent cotton canvas bin is easy to tote from
room to room and collapses for compact storage when not in use.

 

Cut Clutter with these Must Haves

Stylish storage products have experts raving can be your newest addition to your home.

 

Landry Room 

Montauk Rectangular Hamper, $60 and Metro Commercial Garment Rack $262

Keep your dirty laundry under wraps with the anything but ordinary hamper. With ample room for multiple loads of laundry the cutout handles of
the stylish hamper make is easy to transport from room to room. When your clothes come fresh out of the dryer hang them neatly on the mobile
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garment rack for ready to wear panache.

Bathroom

Enameled QBO Steel Cube Bath Storage, $382

If room permits and your bathroom is craving a place for active storage consider the Italian designed bath storage unit from QBO. Perfect for
storing towels and other bathroom necessities the simple clean design will complement any stylish home.

Kitchen

Oak Undercabinet Stemware Rack,  $30

Maximize all of the empty space left in your kitchen cabinets with an overhaul of spring-cleaning and organization makeovers. Free up precious
cabinet space while providing a classic way to display your favorite wine goblets, flutes and snifters. The solid oak rack is made in the USA and
will complement your kitchen and feel welcoming and inviting guests to guests for an evening of entertaining.

Garage 

Platinum elfa utility Garage, $1,112
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Fine-tune your garage by allowing for all tools to be visible and accessible. Keep seasonal items such as holiday decorations stored on higher
shelves to optimize useable space.  The utility garage storage system features smooth gliding drawers, hooks, ventilated shelves, baskets and a
handful of holders to transform any cluttered garage into an accessible space.
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